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Abstract

Tv,;enty children at each of three grade levels (kindergarten, two, and

five) reconstructed froM memory the.spatial layout of buildings- in a
large model town. All children walked through the model three times.

Half tie children at'each grade lev-1 el constructed the town after each

walk; the other 10 constructed the town only after the third walk.

Accuracy of construction imiiroved as a function of motor experience

(number of walks) with the toWn,for.children at all grade levels-, On

the first construction, fifth graders placed buildings more accuratelir,

(on both topological and Euclidean measures) thah did younger children.

On successive constructions, agc differences diminished greatly on
both easures. No signt.ficant sex differences in performance were
found in a of the analyses. Results are discussed in relation to
previous resear and theory concerning children's understanding ofN
spatial rplationsh'ips. 0
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ELOPVENT OF SPATIAL REPRESENTATIONS

L. GE- SCALE'

James F. man and Alexander W. Siegel

Uniyersity Pittsburgh
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- _Thousands of Chilar..n walk to and from sc ooL.every day without

getting and seen to have little difficulty findi g their way around

in their neighborhoods. Until recently, psychologists have made fe*

attempts to ,study the development of the spatial kn\irldcige system that

is necessary for this a. curate way finding in the large-scale environ-
i

merit. After a .review of the available literature, Siegel and White

(1975) hypothesized that cognitive representations of space re_eult from

the integration of percept's of the environment with movements that

accompany and sequence those different percpts. In other words,

with repeated walking or traveling experience in the environment,

movements and percepts become increasingly i.ntegratpd with one

another until an accurate, cognitive "map" or spatial representation is
developed.

L'

If the integration of movement and percepts is necessary for the

.

development of spatial representations, it would seem app'iopriate to
study this development in an environment that maximizes the oppor-

.

tunity for locomotor experience. Unfortunately, small scale models
of the environment have beeh used in most of the studies on spatial

representation Conducted by psychologists (Laurendeau & Pinard, 1970;

Ptaget & Inhelder, 1967; Piageta Inhelder, & Szeminska, /960; ljtfall
& Shaw, 19,73; Sieger & Schadler, in press). Large-scale enviro.n- .
merits have been utiliied only infrequently (Shemyakin.y.1962).

a
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A second methodological probleni in research on the development
of spatial representations concerns the r^,anner in which children con=...
vey their siiPial knowledge to the experimenter, i.e.., the:method tilt
which the representations are externalized. .Procedur s such as verbalr
recall (Flavell, Botkin, Fry, Wrigtit, & Jarvig, 1968) rawing (Piaget
& Inhelder, 1967), 'and techniques in which children encounter the en-
vironment on One scale (real world) and then are tested on another one '
(small scale model) (Birch &...Lefford, 1968; Siegel & Schadler, ine

presb) confound spatial knowledge with other abilities. Using these
techniques, researchers have found that young (i.e., "preoperational")
children rely inTtariably on the topologic'al properties (e.'g., proximity,
inclusion; etc. ) of space. It is only later (e. g. , during the concrete
operational period) thit children,have been found to utilize projective

.1and Euclidean relationships (e.g., perspective and distance relations).
However, these findings might be artifacts of the methodologies used
in the studies.

4*Th&se methodological problgm4 may be reduced by requiring the
child to construct his/her representation of *e large environment with
the actual elements in that environment on the orginal scale. Acredolo,
Pick, and Olsen (1975) studied the effect cLf differentiates:I cues (i.e.;
distinctive Objects or landmarks such as,trees and chairs) On children'sa
ability to remember the location of different events in a large-scale
environment.- Three-, four-, an&eight-year-olls_were asked to remem-iber the lbcation of an event inia large'environment. The two younger
group of children were mudh less accurate'than eight-ear-olds in
remembering the locdtion ofan event when the environment was undif-
fere,ntiated, but hot:when landmarks were present. On the basis of
these findings, Acredolo et al. argued that the younger children used
only topological cues provided by the distinctive objecti for locatioaal
accuracy, while eight ;year -oldsksedEuclid.gan (distance) spatial
relationships as well.: Thus, even though Acredolo et al...haAeliminated

.
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several potentially confounding factors by using -a. large-scale\ environ-

ment, young children still appeared unable to use Euclidean relation-

ships;

However, Siegel and White's (1975) hypothesis would suggest

that it is necessary to not only test the children in a large - scale'

environment but also to give them ;epeated experience with that
environment, thus providing them with repeated opportunities to inte-

gra te their percepts of the environment with the movements as' sociated

with those percepts. More specifically, it iesuggested that previous
I

results regarding young children's inability to use Euclidean as opposedt-
to topological relations might also be an artifact of giving them only

limited experience with the environment.
I

The present experiment wa t,designed to investigate the effect of

children's successive encounters with a large - scale. environment on

their reconstructions of that environment. Basetl upon Seigel and

White's (1975) hypothesis that the development of spatial represetita-
-

tions may be facilitated by repeated walkidg Or traveling through the
k

environment, we predicted thit: (a) increased walking (motor) experi-

ence would h'elp children to produce more accurate constructions of

-the environment., This prediction alad follows from Zaporozhetts (1965)

'.motor .copy" theory of perception, which suggests that accuracy in-

creases as a function of practiCal experiences and learnittg.. With only
minimal motor experience in the. environment (one encounter), we pre-

,

-dicted;,(b),,older children should construct the environment more accu-
rately than younger children b4cause they should be better able to under-

1staneand more readily uSesEuclidean spatial relations (Piaget &
, -

. .
Inbelder, 1'967). However, the older and younger children's accuracy

should increase significantly over repeated encounters (motor experi-
.

ence). Finally, since only topological cueLs have b een found to aid
.

prEoperational children in s atial representation (Untrendeau &

Pinard, 19/0), we pred-icd that: (a) younger child) -en should have
.

t.



difficulty (on

marks in the
logiial cues.

their initial construction') in accura5..1)*.when placing ,land-

erivizonrnent that have either ambiguous or minimal,topo,.

However, as a functicar of successive encounters.with

a the environment, .ev-en the ypungest children 'should be able to place

all buildings with considerable accuracy.-

67.

Method ,

Subjects. Ten boys and ten girls from each of three grade levels

in a, suburban parochial school Rarticipated in the study: Kindergarten.

(Mean Age = 5-7, Range = 5-3 to 6-2), Gr,de\f"--94ean Age = 7-7,

Range =2 to 8-1), and Grade 5 (Mean Age = 1.017, Range..*10-1 to
11-0). .;"

Materials. The experiment was condulted'in a large classroom
,in which allobjects had been moved to 'the perimeter. The perimeters

of a' 4.88 x 6.10fn area on the floor (homogeneous surface) was lined

with masking tape.' In this area'a road and railroad Crack were
dettict4d With paper and black paint (see Figure lj'and,divided the
area into lour 2.44 x 3.05 m quadrants. "o

IOC!
Nineteen buildings, each apitoxirrritely 6.35 cin in height, 11.45

cm in 1,..ngth; and 7.62 cm in width, were used. The buildings were
highljr differentiated in terms of color':and, shape. Each building was
glued.to a rnasonite circle (1.127 .cmihick and 17.78'cm in diameter)

that was .covered 'with green felt'. fight of the buildings were located
on the floor in the same .positionsl for all children (see Figure 1).

Duplicates Of .theise eight buildings and three 9ther "distractoru build-.
ings (split-level house, barn,)and men's store)-were used.

Jr
For purposes of recording children's placements, a sheet of

pa:per (approximately 30.58_ cm wide) was placed parallel to, and out-'
side of two adficent edge's of. the 4.88 x 6,10 m area. ,A half-foot

(15.24 cm) scale -was.lgriarked pn this paper with black paint. This
'.

-
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scale was then covered with paper to prevent children from seeing it
(aid possibly using this metric scale to gtlide their placements):

Procedu.v. Five boys and five girli at each grade level were
tested in One of two experimental conditions. In both.cOnditions,
dzen walked through` the town three times (walking ihtse)., The condi-
tions differed in that children in the construct conditiotyenstructed

'"the tes.vni)ftfr each walk (i.e.,.walk-construct, walk-construct, walls -

construct), while ciiildren in the walk condition built the town only
after the third walk (i.e.,4walk, walk, walk-construct).

4 Children were tested indivitlually.. Each child entered at the
front of the Classroom and was directed immediately (with his back
to the Model town) to a table ,dhei.e the duplicates er the eight build-
ings Were displayed. The expekirnenter pointed to each building and
labeled it for t:he' chidi

Walking phase. The child was'taken to the starting point. He,
was told that what he saw on the floor was a town with bilildings, a .v4

railroad track, and a road. The child was informed that he was going
to take-a short walk along the road and thakhe was t4S-remember the
locations of all the buildings in the town because he would have to build
a town exactly like the one in front of him. The experimenter and the
child then tooka."walk" through the town. They stopped-al.hach build-
ing along the road while the experimenter pointed to and labeled a build-
ing and told a 15-second story concerning the building. For e?cample:

This is the schoolhouse of-the-town. All.of the children
of this town go here to study very hard. But, as you can--
see, they also have a lot of fun on the playground- during
recess with all of those nice playground toys.e-

While walking between buildings, \the.child was able to look anywhere
he chose; however, when a building was king described, the experi-
menter insisted that the child look at'the specified building.

$- Vi
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The buildings were encountered accorairg to the numbered
sequence in Figure.!. At the end of the. walla, d'ee eiwerimenter and

child walked along the outside edge of the area to the front of the room.

The experimenter obstructed the child's view of tip town by walking

directly, between the 'child and town. When the experimenter aria child

reached the front of the room, they sat with their backs to the model
Itowin and talked. Children in the walk condition began their second

walk after 10 minutes (the average tithe taken by children to construct
.

The town). Children'in the construct condition Went on to the building
pha.;e,. .

Building phase. During the 2-minute conv,ersation betWeent
dxperimentetr and rhila, an assistant removed the eight buildings from
the town and.arranged them and the three distractor buildings, randomly

oh the top of a shblf near the stetting point. Then the experimenter.
tookithe child to the shelf, pointed in a random order to each-building,

and asked the child if it had been in the town. Buildings identified,

correctly by the child as not in thetown were placed on a ledge behinsl
the shelf. If the child rnade a mistake, ,the experimenter would repeat
the question and point to the buildings on Atli in a different ran-
dom order. All btildings thit the child said were not in the town were
placed- on the ledge. (For children in the .construct condition, this, pro-

.
cedure Was not repeated on subsequent triers if the child was success-
ful by this second attempt. )'

The child was then taken to the starting point and asked to put ,
1

each of the buildings (on the shelf) in the exact place it had been when
.he had walked through tile town previously. There was no time limit

for construction. The child was permitter} to place buildings th-afhe

had said originally did not belong in the town.
1

When the child finished, he was taken to the starting: point and

asked if the town lodked "exactly like the-one _in which you and I walked

. through efore'''" Uthe child said "no," he was told to make the'town

4
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look "exactly the same. " This,roce,dure was repeated until the child
.

indicated that he Was sure that all bpildiegs were placed cor're'ctly.

He then returned to the chairs at the front of the room to talk with the
experimenter

After the child had placed the buildings, the assistant removed,
the. ripaper that covered the scale at the adjacent edges. Based on
position, each bUilding -wAits assigned a coordinate value on graph' paper,
(1 inch = 1 foot). Then buildings were placed in their original posi-
tions'And-theescale was covered. °

Results and Piseu,ssion

Topological and Euclidean measures were denived to assess the
.

accuracy of each construction. The topological measure was designed

to reflect the accuracy with whicli children placed 'the buildings in the

correct/ quadrant of the town. For loch.construction, the total num7
ber of correct placemerits was divided by eight '(the'total number of

placements) to yield a proportion correct. 1 The Euclidean measure
was designed to determine the "goodne ss-of-fit" between the chd_d
construction/and the original layout. All 28 possible intee-building

,,.

distances in the child's construction were calculated and compared to
the 28 actual distance's. Analyses were performed on Z transforma-

-.,

tions of the resulting Pearson product-rripment.correlations. Extra
buildings in the construction were ignored but missing buildings were

t

given 0 values fOr both measures. Generally, all,children recognized
accurately the buildings that belonged in the town, el g. , no child

.... -1For this'and subsequent dependent measures that are expressed,,in proportions, analyses were perfornied on both raw Acores and
arcsin-transformed scores. Since both analyses yielded identical

, effects,: only the raw scores and analyses on them are reported.
'

. -.. ,
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1.

misrecognized more than one b`nilding, and that occurred only in the
.

first constructidri. All post-hoc analyses were Scheffe comparisons

at the .05 level. The results are presented and discussed 1n terms of

the three predictions presented in the introduction.

1. It was predicted that two additional walks would result in

gleaver accuracy in children's placement of buildings. To assess.

this, performance after one walk in the construct condition was corn-"e
pared to pesrformance after three walks (but the first construction) in.

the walk condition. Scores on the topological and Euclidean'measures
were subjected to a 3 (Grade) x 2 (Condition) x 2 (Sex) x 5 (Subjects/

Cell) mixed factorial analysis of variance. The results from this

'-analysis are presented gi:aptiically in Figure 2.

The proportion of buildings placed in the correct quadrant was

greater after three walks (. 96) than after only one 1. 73), F (1, 48) =
t.;...

11.29, M,SE = .02, p < .0Q1, and this proportion increased with grade
1,..7 ,

level, F (2, 48)1* 39.26, MSE = .02, p <:001,.'flom kindergarten
(.73) to second (.85) tc fifth grade (.95). He sigrAficantGrade x

Gondition'intecaction, F (2,48) = 4..04, MSE = .02, p < .05, indicated
that second and fifth graders were more accurate than kindergarteners
in the construct condition, but there were no differences between

grades in the walk condition.

The results for the Etfclidean measure of accuracy are pre-
senteckgraphically in Figure,3. The "goodness-of-fit" was better

after three walks (.92) thaA after. only one (.63), F (1, 48) = 76.02,,'
MSE =, .17, p <.001, and'again, this accuracy increased with grade
level, F (2, 48) T 2 1 . 12, ,MSE = .17, p < . 001.. Overall, kindergar2
tenesrs (.616).afid second graders (.76).did not significantly differ from

one another, and both were less accurate than fifth graders (...91r)At ,

v
each grade, children in the walk condition placed building's more accd-

rately than did children in the construct condition. Despite the simi-
.

larity between Fidures 2 and3; the edhdition x Grade interaction

91
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(due to the ldrge MSE) was not sign ificant, F (2, 48) = 1.12,- MSE =
.17, p >: 10, indicating that simil-a/developmental differences'in,

Euclidean accuracy were found in both conditions. There were no
significant differences in the accuracy of boys and girls on either the /
topological or Euclidean measures.

.As predicted, the children who had had three walks placed the
buildings more accurately thasn children with only one walk. Thus,
the experience of walking through the town helped children to imp
both the topological and Euclidean3ccuracy of their spatial repr
sentations. Interestingly, the second and fifth graders' topologj
accuracy was greater than the kindergarteners' after one walk"

one construction, but not after, three walks and one construct

The Euclidean accuracy of the fifth graders was greater than/ that of r .

the kindergarteners and second graders in both conditiOns. f .Previoue
researothers havedndicated that preschoolers may underst nd topo-
logical but not Euclidean relations (Piaget & Inhelder, 196 Pufall &
Shaw 1973; Stnothergill, Hughes, Timmons,& Hutko, 1975). How-
ever, with the additional walking experience,priivided in this strdy,
the tor3ological and Edclidean accuracy of the younger children m-
proved greatly. Thus, It appears that, kindergarteners clo..u,nd rstand
Euclidean relitions, but they must have additional experience/ n the
environment in order to remember and use these relations with eon-.,
siderable accuracy.

.

-

2. It was pre ftd that the older children would place the build-.-

ings inthe town more accurately than the rburiger children after ohe
walk and one construction, b t that the younger children's accuracy
would increase Over succ'essi constructions. To rest these predic-
tions, accuracy of placement* s assessed across the three construc-
tion's in the construct condition. The topological scores for each sub-

s' ' ject were subjeCted to a 3. (Grade) x'.2 (Sex) x 5 (Subjects/Cell) x'3
(Co'nstructions).mixed factorial analysis of variance with repeated'

. -
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measures on the lasf factor. -Only the scores on the first two con-
-

structions were analyzed, due to a ceiling effect (i.e., zero variance
on the third construction. Th esults from this analysis are pre-
sented graphically -in Fig e 4..

The proportion of buildingkplac d in -the correct quadrant was

greater on the second trial (.96) th on the first (. 73), F (1, 21) =

50. 9MSE = .01, p < .001, and this proportion increased ;pith grade
level, F (24, 24) = 9.33, MSE = . 02, p < . 001, from kindergarten (. 74)

to second (.86) to fifth grade (.94). The significant Grade x Trial

interaction, F (2, 24) = 5.39, MSE = ;01, p < .01,.indicated that on
the first construction, older.children were more accurate than/Youngbr

o
children, butthis superiority was absent by the second construction.

On the third construction, two of the ten kindergarteners placep one

building in the incorrect quVrant, but.all Of the seoond and fifth.

graders had perfect scores.

The Euclidean scores were subjected to a 3 (Grade) x 2'(Sex) x

5 (Subjects/Cell) x 3 (Constructions) mixed factorial analysis of vari-

ance with repeated measures on the last factor., Te results from
this analysis are portrayed in Figure 5. This "goodness-of-fit"

measure of accuracy approved over the three constructions, F (2, 4&) =
89.21, MSE = .17,,,p < .001, from .63 to .93 to .97. The main4effect -

of Grade was significant, F (2, 24) = 14.31, MSE = ° <.32, p < .001;

fifth graters were more accurate (.94) than kindergp.rteners (.7,5) and

second aders (.84), but the latter two did not differ significantly
from oneanother. The Grade x Trial intera-ction was not significant,

F k 1, indicating that there were no developmental differences in pat-
terns of Performance across the threetrials on the Euclidean measure.

As in.the first set of analyses, there were no differences in the accu-
racy of boys and girls o n either ,topdlogical or Euclidean' measures.

As predicted, the older children were more' accurate than the

younger children on the first constrnctlon for both the topological and

1
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Euclidean measures. Children's accuracy was improved by walking
and construction experience; topological accuracy was about the same
for all three grade levels by the second construction, while Euclidean

a accuracy was equivalent for all grade levels by the third construction.
Thus, children improved topological rand Euclidean accuracy with
repeated walking and construction experience. Since there were cell-.

ing effects on both measures for the older children by the second con-
struction, it was impossible to determine whether older children were
increasing their accuracy over trials more rapidly than younger chil-
dren.

3. It was predicted that the younger children would be less

accurate than Older child.ren (on the first construction) in placing
busfidings in the town that had either ambiguous or few topological^.
cues. However, over repeated trials, even the youngest children
should be able to place all the buildings with considerable accuracy.
To test this prediction, the eight building in the model town were
divided into three groups: (a) buildings in-definite topological

positionsat the beginning or end of the road (schoolhoUse, hambur-
ger stand) add at one end of the railroad track (farmhouse); (b) build-

eluings located at the turn of the road or at an intersection (garage,
- ti

bank)--these buildings were in ambiguous topological positions he-
,

cause there were two turns in the road and four quadri!'n't's around the

intersection; and (c)btildings,isolated from most topological cues
(both houses and the fire station).'

The topological measure used in the previcilis analyses was cal-
culated separ4tely for each group of buildings. These scores for chil-v
dren in'the,construct condition were subjected to a 3 (Grade) x 2 (Sex)
x 5/Subjects /Cell) x 3 (Groups. ocBuildings) mixed factorial analysis

of variance. Only the scores from the first construction were analyzed
due t'o a ceiling effect on the second and third constructions, Only the.,
riesults pe,rtaining to thp groups of Buildings,factor are presented



(since the "between-subjectg" effects have already been reported). As

. can be seen from Tablet, the building groups differed in the ,extent to

which they were placedlin the correct quadi.ant, F (2, 48) = 4.60, MSE =

05, p < .05. Children placed buildings with definite topological cues

more accurately (.85) thanAose with ambiqous (. 70) or few (.70) cues.

Qn the second construction, nine of tell kindergarteners and eight of ten

second. graders'llad perfect scores buildings -with definite topological

, cues, ;while nine of ten kindergarteners and all the second graders had
-

perfect spores on buildings with ambiguous topological cues; the fifth

graders had perfect scores for all thrde,groups of buildings. On the

final construction, seven of ten kindergarteners had perfect scores on
buildings with few' topological cues, but the scores of all other Children

were perfect.

Table 1

'Proportion of Correct Quadrant Building 'Placement;
4 (topological Measure)

.

Grade K 2 5

Construction 1 2 3 1 .2 3 2 - 3

1 - 71 96 1 00 93 1 00 4' 100 1.00 1.00

Building 2 39 94 100 80 100 100 .90 1 001/2 1.00

Group

3 56 82 83 72 97 1 00 83 '1.00 1 00



4
Since absolu.te accuracy of placement was of concern only for

'buildingst of specific types, a different Euclidean measure was derived.
Buildings 'that were placed within one fopt (in any direction) of their

actual position were given a score of 1. For each construction, the .
total score ftr each group of buildings (for each child) was divided by

.the nuMber of buildings in that group. These proportions for children
in the construct -condition`were subjected4to a 3 (Grade) x 2 (Sex) x 5'
(Subjects/Cell) x'3 (Constructipns) x 3 (Gro,ups of Buildings) mixed fac-,
torial andlysis of variance. Results are presented in Table 2. The

Table. 2

Proportion of Correct Building Placements
(Euclidean Itasural '

v
Grade :

Constrtietion

. 1 -

Building
Group

, 3 -

K
r

2 f 5

1 , 2 3, r, 1 2 3 1 2 3

i
.52 74

...
82 ,
, 66 77 .87 .90 ,97 1 00

.64.

.28. 72 t .89 .30 .65 .90 .35 90 95

11 52 .76 .30 .60 84 40 1 27 * 97,

t,

' building groups differed in the accuracy with which they w

F (2, 48) = 15.13, MSE = .06; p < .001; the Construction x Group

interaction was also significant, F (4, 96) = 10.07, MSE.= . 04,

18
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E: . 001, On the first construction, Children placed uilding s with dia.e

tinct topological cues more accurstelhian they pldce\i the other two

types of buildings.. Across constructions, children became m ore accu-

rgo,

rate on all types of buildings, but this improvement was`particuiarl,
marked for buildiqgswwith ambiguous-scues and those that were isolat,.4.

;
Most importantly, the Grade x Croups of Buildings and the Grade x

°
Groups of Buildings x Construction interactions were not significant

(Fs of 1. 14,and < 1, respectively). That is, similar developmental
.0

differences in accuracy were found across. the three construction for Jetl

,the three,.huilding groups. Againt7no sex differences in performance
vo

were found. - P .

..".
sWe had predicted that kindergarteners and Second grAers St,

% -.,... 4
3. .. r

place the buildings with ambiguous or few topological cues less.ac 1.1.,
,

2

7

-o

rately (ielakive,to,fifthgraders) than those with definite topolqgical. *Clads

_-' on the firms construction, we had expected that these differences in aeCOs
racy would be eliminated over subsequent trial's.. The prediction was

only_ pa;rtiaily confirmed. In fact, all children placed buildings with, defi-

nite cues more accurately do the first construction, but by the third ca n-
struction, diffe'ren'ces in- accuracy (within each grade) for the three

building types were insignificant. Again, it appe,ars that children at all

three grade levels are using topological and Euclidean'spatial relations,
"and that the Children's use of 'te relation becomes increasingly accu-

rate over repeated.experience with the tow

There is some evidence that with increasing grade level, the buid-
in g s:with definite topological cues (school and hamburger "stand) were

.
increasingly being used as anchor points for remembering the othe

buildings irr the town. Overall, the number of, times the schoolhouse

(at the beginning,of the walk) was placed as the first building.in the ,

model town was divided.bY 40 (number of placements per grade in both

the wall; and construct conditions). Theli(ame calciilation was performed

for the hamburger stand (at the end of the ,walk). The schoOlhouse was
11.`

0



placed as the first building by the kindergarteners 41% of the time and
the hamburger stand placed.asthe last building 8% of the time. These
percentages rose dramatically to 75% and 25% for the second gradel.s
and 73% and 37% for the fifth graders.

.Summary and Conclusions

Two major findings errlerged from the present study. First,
children appeared to develop ansaccurate sliatial'retIfsentation pf,a
lar eenvironment simply by Walking through 'that:environment. Second,
after repeated experience in the environment, the topological accuracy
of the younger children-was equivalent to that of the older children, and

.
' their Euclidean accuracy was only slightly less. The high lev el of
Euclidean accuracy that the kindergarteners attained by the third con-.

Yr. ion indicates that theyd wo have a working knowledge .of Euclidean
patjal relations. This latter finding is in contrast to thoge studies

Acredolotet al. 1975; Piaget & Inhelde'r, 1967) in which pre-
% .

"school children have been found to be unable to deal with Euclidean
notions of space. This discrepancy in,resirl s might 1,,*TeTI be attributed
to the fact that.children in these studies were not givengoppoitunity to

'' repeatedly
,
integrate Movement with percepts in a- large-scale .EnvirOn-

rnent.

There were no significant sex differences in performance in any
of the analysed. Interestingly, Siegel and Schadler (in press) found that
boys were more accurate.than girls in constructing a model of thear._'
kindergarten cIassrciorrl. However, the children's representation of
the classlitecamas'tested on a small fablke-top model. Thus, boys may^1.1.

hot Have had more accuratespatial representations than girls, but bbys
might be better able than girls to use the table-top model as a means
to convey-their spatial knovnedge to the experimenter.'

In this study, we Aterripted.to simulate the real-world environ-
ment.- It cad be:inferred that allowing the child to walk through the

i23\ "



town and integrate his movetnenits and perceptions during each walk

-enabled the child to construct accurate cognitive representations of

A the town. I-lowever; the experitnental setup provided a parallel to,

' 'rather than a simulation of, the ureal world." The children were like

giants in a miniature wo rld. I.,arg,p areas of the model town could be

speiceived with just one glance, whereas inthe.real qrld',,many parts

of the environment areoccluded by other buildings, hills, trees, etc.

Thus, to construct a "cognitive Map," childr-en' and adults mugt typi-

cally integrate a greater number of perCepts over time and make many

more inferences related to the position, ot, objects or place. Despite
. ,

these differences, howevers.,the cnrrent,methodrogy required children

to use the fundame ntal processes involved in the development of spial

representations. Further research is currently being conducted to

specify the,bounclary cancictions of various kinds of experienc'e and

environmental features That influence the 'development of cognitive

representations'of large-scale space.

Yr.

0 2,4
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